BLOCK 1 NETWORI( ANALYSIS AND
DEVICES
In your School syllabus you have studied the various laws to deal with simple electric
circuits like Ohm's law and KkcOoff s laws. Sametimes the circuits are so complicated
that these can't be simplified using these laws or the calculations are very lengthy
which can be done at the cost of a lot of time. The Radio, Television, Computer etc.
contain very complicated circuits. To determine the current in any element is very
complicated using above laws. In Unit 1 we will discuss some special kind of
networks and theorems which are very useful in reducing the complicated circuits to
simple form and then direct calculate the current in any circuit element.

In Unit 2, you will study RLC resonant circuits, fitters, and attenucltors.

In Unit 3 you will study varibus electronic devices. Some of these are already famllliar
to you in the lower classes. These devices are the basic pillars of the foundation of
electronics. Thus we will fmt recapitulate them before proceeding to the higher
devices like transistors, PET, MOSFET etc. and their applications.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
Developments in the field of electronics can be considered to be one of the great
success stories of this century. Beginning wilh crude spark-gap transmitters and
'cat's-whisker" detectors at the turn of the century we have passed through a
vacuum tube era of considerable sophistication to a solid-stale cra in which flood of
stuaning advances shows no signs of abating.

!Inorder to undemtnnd the m w e l s of electtonica, we must stnrt with the atudy of
tbe laws, rules of tha thumb and trick that comdtub the att of clectrodos as we
see k. It is necawary to begin with e l k of voltage, cument, power m d component
that makc up electronic circuits. To visuallse, in a simple m m e r , an electric circuit
c d s m of three parts: (i) Energy Source such ur bnttery or genetator (il) the load
or sink p c h as lamp or motor and (ill) conhectlng wires, Thc puposc of thls c h c d t
Is tb transfer energy from source to the load, Using this axample, we can define an
electric network ur basically lntctconnecdon of two or more simple circuit elemtnts
viz voitnge rource, resiston, inducbn or capacitom. If the network contabs a t least
ooe closed path, it la called an electria circuit. In this unit, we shall be studyhg the
b d c laws whi* govern the transfer of ener& from source to load, some importatit
theorema m d db;;p~ficationsat which we urive after going through these laws, i n
.- order to understand fwctioning of a given electric circuit, which forma basis of any
modern electtonic gadget,
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Objectives
After studying this unit, you should be able to
o

explain the concepts of voltage and current sources,

o

apply KirchofE's law, Thevein and Norton theorem to sitnplify given network,

-

state and apply Superposition, reciprocity and Maximum power transfer
theorem to a given network.

1.2 CIRCUIT ELEMENTS
A network is a comectiot of elements to obtain a certain performance. In circuit
analysis, we arc interested in eIectrica1 networks in which passive elements such as
resistors, inductors and capacilors are appropriately connected to voltage and current
sources. These elements and sources are idealizations to actual elements and sources.
The idealization enables an effective analysis of the nelwork. The problem in
network analysis is to analysc the given network and to determine the voltages and
currents through various clements. Broadly, network element. may be classified into
four groups:
(i)

Active or passive

(ii)

Unilateral or bilateral

(iii) Linear or nonlinear
(iv) Lumped or distributed
Active o r passive: Energy sourccs (voltage or current sources) are active elemcats,
capable of delivering power to some external device. Besides energy sources there
are many other components used in electronic circuits which fall under the category
of active elements. These components can be classified into two: tubes ( both
vacuum tubes and gas tubes) and semiconductor devices which include junction
diode, transistor, field effect transistor, UJT, SCR, Zener diode etc.
The passive elements are those which are capable only of receiving pow& like
resistors, inductors, or capacitors. Some passive elements like inductors and
capacitors are capable of storing a finite amount of energy, and return it later to an
exterilal element.

Bilateral or unitatcral: We know that electrical characteristics of passive elements
are best described by current-voltage relationship. In die bilateral elements, the
voltage current relation is the same for current flowing in either direction e.g.
resistors. In contrast, a unilateral element has diffferent relation bctween voltage and
current for thc two possible direction of current e.g., diodes.

-

Linear or non-linear: An element is said to be linear, if i t satisfies the linear
voltage
current relationship implying that if the current through the element is
scaled up by a factor, the voltage across the element also gets scaled up by the
same factor. For example, the V - I relation for resistor is V = IR and is linear. All
elements which does not satisfy this relation is called nonlinear elements such as
Diode. The V - I relation for diode is given by

-

I = I, [eqv"

- 11

which is clearly imn-linear.
Lumped or disqribubuted : The elembnts which are separated physically are known;
as Lumped elements h e resistors, eapaci'tns or,inductors. Distributed elements on
the other hand are those which are not.separable for analytical purposes for example
a transmission line which has distributed resistance, inductance and capacitance
along its length. - ,
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V-1 relations:
(a)

Resistor : See Fig 1.I.
I

(1)

V-IR-cI=GV

where G = I / R = conductance and V & I are time independant voltage and current.

(i)

V(t)

-

i (t) R

where V (t) and i (t) are time dependent voltage and current.
@)

Inductor : See Pig 1.2.

I

For inductor, the flux is given by

where L is coefficient of self inductance. Differentiating above expression with time,
we get
Fjg. 1.1:

Y-I relntlonshlp lor
resistor.

As per Lenz's law, rate of change of

(i)

flux is potential,

For time independent voltage and current,

which implies that for DC voltagq and cumnts, under steady state (after long lapse
of time) conditions, the voltage across inductor will be zero implying, i t will behavo
as a short circuit.

Under DC voltage
r

i(l)

____I__+

Steady Statc

Short circuit

Fig. 1.21 V-I relntlonrhlp for Inductor.

(ii) For time dependent voltage and current, the relationship is given by

'

(c)

Capacitors : See Fig 1.3. For a capacitor Q a V .

where C is called capacity of capacitor. Differentiating with respect to time, we get

(i) ' For time independent current & voltage b.e., for dc)

-

This suggests that for time independept current and voltage, the capaoitor under
steady state (after long lapse of time) will behave as open circuit because i 0.
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DC vollage

b

Under Steady State

v
C

-----.i = 00---Open circuit

Fig. 1.3: V - I relationship for capacitor.

(ii) For time dependent current and voltages the current - voltage relationship is
given by

I

d%
'(t) = c - ,;

(d)

Energy sources:
There are two categories of energy sources.

I

(i) Independent Energy Source

(ii) Dependent Energy Source
(i)

Independent Energy Source:

As you know independent energy source can be of two types: Voltage sources and
current sources. Independent voltage or current sources are one for which voltage.
and current are fixed and are not affected by other parts of the circuit.
An ideal voltage source is a two terminal element in which the voltage Va is
completely independent of the current ia through its terminals. The representation of
ideal voltage source is shown in kig. 1.4.

(4

(b)

(4

FIg. 1.48 adeal voltage source.

If we observe V - I characteristics for an ideal voltage source as shown in Fig. 1.4(c), at
value of the terminal voltage Va is constant with respect to the current
any time,
value ia . But for a practical voltage source, its internal resistance is in series with
the source as ehown in Fig. 1.5 and its terminal voltage falls as the current through
it increases. The terminal voltage depends on the source current because,
Vtenninal = Vs - isR.

tp

F~E.
1.5: Practice1 voltage source.

An ideal independent current source is a two terminal element in which the current
is completely independent of the voltage V, across its terminals. The representative
of ideal current source is s h o d in Pig. 1.6,

I

8

-

I

i
1

i

\
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Flg. 1.6: Ideal current source.

IIYpractical current sources, the internal resistance i s shown in parallel with the
source'as shown in Fig.l.7. In this case, tho magnitude of current falls, as the
voltage across its terminals increases. The terminal current is given by

Fig. 1.7: Prnctlcnl current source.

Dependent Sources

In case of dependent sources (voltagc or current), the source voltage or current i s
not fixed but js dependenl on the voltage or current existing at some other location
in the circuit. These sources mainly occur h the analysis of equivalent circuits of
active devices such as transistors. The symbols for dependent circuit voltage and
current sources are shown in Fig. 1.8.

Dependent Voltage Source

(b)

(a)

Fib 1,8:

(0)

Dependent Current Sourcc

Dependent voltage source (b) depmdent current source,

1.3 KIRCHOFF'S LAWS
There are two fundamental laws which are satisfied by electrical networks. These
are Kirchoff's Current Law (KCL)and Kirchoff s Voltage Law FVL).These form
the basis of circuit analysis. You have already studied tliese laws at the school level.
However, we will recapitulate thorn as they are very important for circuit analysis.
Kirchoff"s Current Law (KCL)

It states that the algebbic sum of currents at a node (or junction ) is equal to zero.
Alternate form of KCL are:
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i

Algebraic sum of currents entering a node = 0

i

II

Algebraic sum of currents leaving a node = 0
or sum of currents entering a node

-

sum of currents leaving a node

In order to apply KCL, we have to make a convention for currents because we have
to take algebraic sum.
. '

Convention

entering currents are treated positive (+) and leaving currents as'
negative (-).

; All

In Fig, 1.9. write KCL for the various nodes (cu~entsare marked).
Solution
Clearly 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 represents nodes, we shall now

At node 1, -io-i,+if=O
At node 2, i,

Gite KCL for ail the nodes.

1

?"\

I

I

[using conventions stated earlier]

- ib = 0

i

At node 3, - i b - i d - i g - i h = O
At node 4, i c + i d + i e - 0
At node 5, i h + i i g - i , - 9 x 0
It is very interesting to note that the KCL at node 5 can be obtained simply by
summing the KCL equations for all the other nodes (1 to 4). We observe the
following from thls exercise
(i)

I

It is enough to write KCL for all nodes but one.

(ii) The KCL for the excluded node is not independent as it can be obatined from
the KCL written for the other nodes.
Remember : It is sufficient to write KCL for (n - l),nodes for a network having n
nodes.

IUrchofPs Voltage Low (KVL)
It states that the algebraic (with proper sign) sum of voltages in a closed network is
zero. In order to apply this taw, we must h o w the magnitude and polarity of all the
voltages in that closed network. In order to make our life simple, we follow a
convention that for any passive element (R, L or C),if current is entering at a
terminal, it will have w e potential and the terminal where current is leaving is
- .

1
C

i

+

Any passive Element
K, L or C

2

-

c
r

i

Flg .1.10. : Convention for WL.

regarded as -ve potential. (See Fig. 1.10)

As an example we apply KVL in a network shown in Fig. 1.11 with marked voltage
polarity given along with their values :

Fig. 1.111

Applying KVL, we get,

We have used Va as reference voltage.
Remember :
1.

Once you have chosen reference potential always come out from +ve terminal
of that potential to move into other parts of network. Sometimes It may be
clockwise or anticlockwise. You need not wony about it.

2.

.InWbrderto determine the proper sign of voltages, you follow the following :

\

i

While coming out from +ve terminal of ref. pot, if you encounter first the +ve
terminal of next element, treat it as -ve. But if you encouter -ve terminal of
the next element, treat i t as +ve.
Simplifications based on KCL, KVL

In circuit analysis, the commonly used simplifications based on KCL and KVL ate
as follows:
1.

The same. current flows in elements connected in series.

2.

The same voltage exists across elements connected in parallel.

3.

A resistor R connected across a voltage source Vs has a voltage V, and hence
the current in that resistor element is V,/R.

4.

An element in series with a current source I, has a current I, flowing bough
it, so that the voltage across such a resistor element is V - I, R.

Example 2
In the circuits shown in Fig. 1.12. obtain the indicated vafiable. Use simplifications
listed above.
Solution:
(a)

.

*

Rl andRz are i n series and hence, have the same current I. Apply KT'?-,
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V2=RZI

Also,

Solving (1) and (2), we get

This is 'voltage divider' action.
'
.
Since
RI andRz are in parallel, they have same voltage V across them. Apply KCL,
(b)
,

Also,

.

I

v

I2=R2

solving (3) and (4), we get

This result is known as "current divider*' action.
(c)

Notice that & and R3 are in series so that ( 1R_ + R3 ) is in parallel with Rl.
~ e n c k the
, cutrent in ( R2+ R3 ) can be found out using current divider
principle and is given by

Also,

.

I

V2a R3 I

(d) The circ'uit is the same as ia (a) except for the resistor R across Vs. R draws a

v., Hence the current drawn from Vs is now :
current R

(e)

The circuit is same as in (b) except far the resistor R in series with
and Rz are in parallel.

k Also R1
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SAQ 1
Determine V for the circuit shown in Pig. 1.13.

SAQ 2

In the circuit shown in pig. 1.14, determine R so that i= 1

1.4 COMPLEX IMPEDANCES
So far the discussions have been confined to resistive circuits. Resistance restricts
the flow of current by opposing free electron movement. Each element has some
resistance, for example, inductance has some resistance and capacitance also has
some resistance. In resistive element, there is no phase difference between voltage
and current whereas in inductive circuit, voltage leads over current and in
capacitative circuit, current leads over voltage. The comlex impedance of a network
is given by

where

Z

-

R

= Resistance

Complex Impedance

X = Reactance

. .

lzl - m = m
and

x -haginaty p u t
Lz- R
Realpaa

(as

shown in Fig.1.15)
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0

R

Real

Example 3: In RL netwcyk as shown in Fig. 1.16

Example 4: In RC network as shown in Fig. 1.17

Fig 1.17: RC network.

1.5 CURRENT-VOLTAGE SOURCE TRANSFORMATIONS
We have studied earlier that an independent energy source is either of voltage type
or of current type. Moreover, a practical source is non-ideal in nature. We can
represent a practical voltage source by an ideal voltage source having a series
impedance (generally, a resistance), as shown in Pig. 1.18a. Also we can
approximate a practical current source by an ideal current source with a shunt
impedance pig. 1.18bI.

14

These representations account for the fall in terminal voltage with an increase in
output current (due to decrease of load impedance) for the voltage source, and for a
fall in the output current with an increase of load resistance for the current source,

Cricuit Ann1ysl.r

Fl@

(a)
@)
1.18: A practical form or (a) voltape muree (b) cutrent source.

In many network analysis problems, it is found that the conversion, of voltage
source into an equivalent current source dr vice versa, i.e., source transformation,
makes the problems considerably simpler. In this section, we shall derive the
conditions for the equivalence of practical voltage and current sources.
Let us consider Pig. 1.19a, where a voltage source is shown connected to a load
'Iht cumnt, delivered to the load, is given by

0)

(a)
Fig. 1.19, )(;

Zl.

.

Voltage snd (b) current source with load Zl

Now, if we connect the same load Ziacross the current source as shown in Fig.
1.19b then the current delivered to the load is given by

'"In case the two energy sources are equal, then the respective current, delivered to Zl
must be equal, he., I,, , I = I ; , I. From Eqs. (1.I) and (1.2), wc have

Eq. (1.3) will be satisfied, if
I

- -;z,v

and Zy =

ZI

Statement of the Conversion Princlple

A constant voltage source of voltage V and series impedance Zvis equivalent to the
constant current source of current, I - V / Z v and shunt impedance Zv.

I

'
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1.6 SUPERPOSITION THEOREM
The basic priciple .of superposition states that if the effect produced in a system is
directly proportional to the cause, then the overall effect, produced in the system
due to the number of causes acting jointly, can be determined by superimposing
(adding) the effects of each source acting separately. It is important for us to note
that the above principle form the foundation of many engineering systems, such as
the broadcasting system, audio system etc. For example, in a large orchestra, we
would like the net response of the system to be the sum of individual responses of
each.hstmment played separately. In other words, good fidelity of the system
depends upon the validi:.;. of the superposition principle.
As the superposition principle is only applicable on linear networks and systems, it
is important for us to first clearly understand the term 'linear' before proceeding
with the formal presentation and proof of the superposition heorom.
We can call a device linear; if it is characterized by an equation of the. form :
y

=

(1.5)

mx

Where m is a constant. For example, a wire-wound inductor is linear device ; and its
variables are v and i. Eq. (1.5) also implies that y is proportional to x, (You should
clearly note that the general superposition principle stated earlier is dependent of
proporiionality). A Network I system, which contains only linear devices (or
elements), is called a linear network / system.

1.6.1 Statement of Superposition Theorem

I

In a linear network, having several sources (which include 'the equivalent source due
to initial conditions), the overall response, at any point in the network, is equal to
the sum of individual responses of each source considered separately,' the other
sources being made inoperative.

1

Remarks
(1)

We observe that the theorem basically implies that the total response in a
linear circuit is a proper summation of the partial responses of the sources,
considered one at a time.

(2)

By the term source, we include all the voltage and current sources and also the
equivale~tsource constituted by the initial conditions in the network.

(3)

We make the source inoperative by (a) short-circuiting the voltage sources and
replacing them by their series impedances and by (b) open-circuiting the
current sources and substituting them by their shunt impedances.

(4)

The linear network comprises of Independent sources, linear dependent sources
and Linear passive elements like resistors, inductors, capacitors and
transformers. Moreover, the components may either be time-varying or
time-invariant.
\

(5) We find that the main advantage of superposition theorem lies in the fact that
it allows solution of networks without the need of setting up large 'number of
circuit equations. This is possible as only one source is considered at a time.

.

( 6 ) The superposition theorem seems to be so apparent that one tends to apply it
at places where it is not applicable.

1.6.2 Proof of Superposition Theorem
16

Let us consider a linear network N having L independent loops. The loop equations
are :

_
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q111+&212+...+~IL=&

...............
ZLl 11 + ZLzI2+ ... + ZLLIL= EL
'Ibs solution of EQ. (1.6) is of the following form :

1; = Y l l E l + Y121$+...+ YILEL

NOW we apply the superpostion theorem.
First we assume all E's, except El, to be zero. This will give current in loop 1 as
YIIEl, in loop 2 as Yzl E l , etc. Similarly, when all the sources except I& are made
inoperative, the current in loop 1 is Y12E2 , loop 2 is Y224, and so on. The
procedure is repeated in tun for the remaining sources 4 ,E d , etc. On applying the
superposition principle, the individual responses are added together to give the
resulting responses. For example, we have for the first loop

But this result is the same as that obtained by solving the simultaneous Eq. 1.7. A
Similar proof, can be given based on junction method.
SAQ 3

Using the superposition theorem, find the current (I)in the branch AB of Fig. 1.20.

1.7 RECIPROCITY THEOREM
The reciprocity phenomenon is commonly found In nature. Besides in electrical
circuit we also observe this phenomenon in mechanics, acoustics, etc. When it is
applicable to a physical system, we can interchange the. excitation and the response
points without changing the response, of the system, to a given excitation. It finds
wide utility in the analysis and design of systems and also in the area of
measurements. For a better understonding, let us consider the example of a telephone
line between two subscriliers X and Y. If the telephone circuit comprises permissible
elements, then the reciprocity theorem permits us to assume that the transmission
from X to 2! i s identical to that from Y to X. This greatly simplifies, in practice, the
design and testing of the line.
-
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1.7.1 Statement of Reciprocitg Theorem
Reciprocity theorem states that if we consider two loops A and B of a reciprocal
network N, and if an ideal voltage source, E, in loop A, produces a current I in loop
B, then an identical source in loop B will produce the same current I in loop A.
The dual is also true. If we consider two node pairs AA' and BB' of a reciprocal
network N and an ideal current source of 1 amp applied to the node - pair AA'
produces a voltage V at the node pair BB' then an identical current source at BB'
will produce the same vc#tage V at AA'.

-

Remarks

(1) A reciprocal network comprises of linear time-invariant, bilateral, passive
elements. It is applicable to resistars, capacitors, inductors (including coupled
inducto~s)and transformers. However, both dependent and independent sources
ate not permissible. Also, we are considering only the zero-state response by
taking the Initial conditions to be zero. In this sense, the theorem is more
restrictive than the superposition theorem.
(2)

Thc superposition theorem seems to be mom obvious to most people and, hence,
is easily acceptable. As pointed out earlier, we have to be more careful not to
apply it at the wrong place. On the other hand, the reciprocity theorem is far less
obvious.

1.7.2 Proof of Reciprocity Theorem
Let us consider a network N having only one energy source driving a voltage El.
We can number the loop in which the source is present as 1 and that in which the
response is to be determined as 2. The second Equation from Eq. (1.7) gives

Next we reduce E l to zero and place a voltage source
of Eq. (1.7) gives

& in loop 2. Now, the first .

-

In case the two murces are identical, i.e., El = 4,then I1 will also be equal to I2
provided that Y12 = Yzl, As Yzl
YI2, in all linear, bilateral networks, we have
proved the reciprocity theorem.

SAQ 4
In the circuit of Fig. 1.21, determine the current in the 4-ohm resistor. Verify the
recjprocily therotem.

I

20v

+
--

"4

" 1,

5n

111

452

Fig. 1.21

4

Also, fmd the change in current in the 5-ohm resistor, when the points of excitation
and response are inte~hanged.
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1.8 TREVENHN9STHEOREM
'Iheve&s theorem is one of the most important theorems in Circuit Theory. It
provides us with a powerful technique of calculating the response in a complicated
network, particularly when one part of the network (generally called the load) is
varying, while the remaining parts remain fued. In addition, it also helps us in
getting a better insight of any linear network as seen from the terminals across
which the load is connected.

1.8.1 Statement of Thevenin's Theorem
A two-terminal linear active network may be replaced by 8 voltage sourcc in series
with an impedance. The emf of the voltage source (V) is the open-circuit voltage at
the terminals and the impedance (2)is that viewed at the terminals when all h e
generators, in the network, have been replaced by their internal impedances.
r-------------------------,
1

I

I

I

I

i
I

I

Linear
active
nctwork (A)

Network 1-

N
I

I

I

Arbitrary

I load (13)

-

!

I

l 4 1.22:
~ Odginel network.

Thcvcnin's equivalent
nctwork (C)
--------------I

I

+

I

I
I
V

I

I
I
I

I'

I

.

I

- III

I

Arbiunry
Load
(13)

I

T'J

I
I

L ,---,--------J

Ng,1.23: Thevenln equlvmlant of Flg. 1.22.

Explanations and Remarks
Let us consider the network N shown in Pig. 1.22, It consists of two parts : a linear
active network A and an arbitrary network B, called the load. We assume that the
only interaction, between the two networks, Is through the load current (I), ile., no
magnetic coupling or coupling through dependent source is present between A and
B. According to the Thevenin's theorem, we can replace the active network A by
the Thevenin's equivalent generator and a series impedance. The voltage of this
generator (Vo) is the open-circuit voltage across, a-b, when the load is disconnected.
It is caused by the energy sources, in A, including the inftial conditions. (This
voltage is the one which a VTVM records across a-b). The equivalent series
impendance (ZB) is the impedance across a-b when all the independent sources a r c .
reduced to zero by replacing tho voltago sources by short-circuits, opencircuiting the current sources and setting the intitial conditions to zero. The
dependent sources are left unaltered, ( In fact, an impedance bridge across a-b will
measure this impedance 2,). The Thevenin's equivalent of Fig. 1.22:is shown in Fig.
1.23. In case the load B simply consists of an effective impendace Zi, the load
current is given by

we should take note of the following points.
(i)

We only require network A to be linear : it may indude time-varying elements.

(ii) We place no restriction on the load except that :
(a) it had no coupling with A ex&pt for the load current and
@) the complete network had a unique solution.

1.8.2 Proof of Thevenin's Theorem

I
I

Let us consider the circuit of Pig. 1.24, where the active network A (having an
open-circuit voltage Yo is driving a current into a passive load B. We assume the
load cutrent as I, the effective impedance, offered by the load as, Zo.
Next, a voltage source El is introduced in seties with the load, as shown in
Fig. 1.24. It i s adjusted such that the current I becomes zero. Under such a

network

1

(A)

i

-

0 E, =

network

E, = Vo

!

network

(4

N& 1.241 Clrcults required In the proof of Thenvenln's theorem.

condition, the network is practically under-open circuit condition : and the,.
balancing voltage required is El = Ye.
Now we place another voltage source 121 in opposition to El but equal in magnitude,
i.e., & = Ve. This results in a current I'. Since the net voltage across El plus 4 ,
is zero, the circuits of Fig. l,24a and 1 . 2 4 ~are equivalent : and I' I. Thfs also
implies that the current, due to 4 alone (after making the sources in A inoperative
and replacing it by its impedance Ze), is given by

-

The process L depicted in Fig. 1.24d, where the network A has been replaced by a
voltage generator of voltage V, and a series impedance 2, This proves Thevenin's
theorem for'passive load.

.

'

In case the load is active, Thevenin's theorem is still valid. The proof is based on

20

the lines of passive load, with the difference that now we have to apply voltage
source El so as to balance the combined effects of Ve and the voltage due to the
external aetwork and make the iesulting load current'zero. This, in turn implies %at
E2 is either the sum or difference (in case Vg and the voltage due to external
network are opposed) of the open-circuit voltages of the networks A and B.

.

Crleult Analysis

?his shows that the Thevenin's equivalent network, i.e. V, andZ, , is the same
whether the load is active or passive. Thus, the Thevenin's theorem is valid for a n
arbitrary load.

1.9 NORTON'S THEOREM
Norton's theorem provides the dual of Thevehin's theorem. In ffact the only variation
is that the thevenin's equivalent generator and the series imptdance'are replaced by
an equivalent cuaent generator and a shunt admittance. The replacement b in
accordance with the source transformation. The transformed network is called the
Norton's equivalent network. The various steps, in obtaining the Norton's equivalent
network, are shown in Fig. 1.25. We now give a formal statement of the theorem.

Statement of Norton's Theorem

1.9.1

A two-terminal linear active network may be replaced by a current source of value

Ig and a shunt admittance Ye. The current I is the short-circuit current between the
terminals ab; and Yo(- l/Z8) is the admittance viewed at the terminals when the
sources in the active network, including those due to initial conditions, arc made
inactive and =placed by their internal impedances.
The Norton's equivalent circuit is obtained from the Thevenin's equivalent circuit
with the following relationships:

and
1
Ye'-

(1.12)

20

Sometimes, the two theorems are heated as one aad called the Thevenjn-Norton
Equivalent Network Theorem.

1.9.2 Proof of Norton's Theorem
'

Norton's theorem can be proved independently. However, here, we shall prove this
theorem by using the results of. Thevenin's theorem and source transformation.
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1

Consider the network N of Fig. 1.25.
Its Thevenin's equivalent is obtained as outlined in Section 1.8 ; and the resulting
circuit is shown in Fig. 1.25b. Now we transform the Thevenin's equivalent network
into a current source. The resulting current generator with shunt impedance is shown
within the dotted lines in Fig. 1 . 2 5 ~and satisfies 4.(1.12). This verify Norton's
theorem.

Now, by following an approach sirnilat to the one used for proving Thevenin's
theorem, try to prove Norton's theorem independently.
SAQ 5
I

For the circuit shown in rig. 1.26 calculate the current in branch a-b when &b has
the following values :

Rg.1.26: Clrcult for SAQ 5.

11.10 MAXMUM POWER TRANSFER THEOREM
The problem of transfeming maximum power to load is of great significance to
Electronics and Communication Engineers. We have shown a general system, where
V is the energy source, Z is the associated source impedance and Z, is the load to
which the power is to be transferred. In fact, in complicated systems, V and Z
represent the Thevenin's equivalent network on the source side. Some examples, of
general systems, where maximum power transfer is significant, are broadcasting
system, radar and space communication.

1.10.1 Statement and Proof of Maximum Power Transfer Theorem
The optimum load impedance Zi, for the maximum power transfer is equal to the
complex conjugate of the source impedance Z,, i.e.,
Zi,

-<

(1.13)

Consider the steady state operation of the system shown in Fig. 1.27 at the atlgular
frequency o of the source V. For simplicity, we shall write ZI for Zi( j ) and 2, for
2
,

C
i 1.
I

i'

-7
"

W& 1.271 Repreaentatlon or n general system.

I

I
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Also, let

Zs= R, = jXs
and
Zi = Ri =jXi

where Rs and Ri are the real parts and X, and Xi are the imaginary parts of Zs
and Z; respectively. The average power, delivered to the load, is given by

Here the load current is given by

where

V'and Is are r.m..s. values.

The substitution,of Is in Eq. (1.15) gives

(

I

In this process, we are given V, ,R, and Xs, and we have to select Ri and Xiso that
the power transfer, to the load .is maximum. Let us conceabrate on de denominator
term
of Eq. (1.17). We first consider the reactive term. It is evident that (X; +
will become zero when Xi = - X, This implies that, if X, is inductive, then Xi must
be capacitive. This choice reduces Eq. (1.17) to

Now in order to maximize Eq. (1.18), we determine the partial derivative of P with
respect to Ri and equate it to zero, i.e.,

1
I

On using EQ. (1.18) we have

I

On simplification of the above,expression, we get

I

'herfore, Lhe condition, for the transfer of maximum power, is given by

I

1.11 SUMMARY

,

1

i

Kirchoff's laws state that :
(1) In an electric network the algebraic SW' of the current at a junction point
'.is zero.
.. . .

,

I

Network An~lysisand Ucvicw

(2) In a closed loop the algebraic sum of the potential difference across each
circuit component is zero.
a

The superposition theorem is valid only for Linear networks. It is useful when
the network has a large number of energy sources as it makes possiblc to
consider the effect of each source separately. The theorem states that, in a
linear network, the overall response, including the equivalent of initial
conditions, is equal to the sum of individual responses of each source
considered separately.

e

The reciprocity thcorcm states that in any passive linear; bilateral network
containing bilateral linear impedances and sources of emf the ratio of a voltage
E introduced f. one mesh to the current I in any other mesh is the same as the
ratio obtained if the position of E and I are interchanged.

'

a

Thevenin's theorem states that in any two terminal network of fixed resistance
and constant sources of emf, the current in a load resistor connected to the
output terminals is equal to the current that would exist i n the same resistor if
it were connected in series with (a) a simple emf whose voltage is measured at
the open-circuited network terminals and (b) a simple resistance whose
magnitude is that of the network looking back from the two terminals into the
network with all the sources of emf replaced by their internal resistance.
Norton's theorem states that any two-terminal linenr network containing energy
sources and impedances can be replaced by an equivalent circuit consisting of
a current source I jn parallel with an admittance Y.
The maximum power transfer t h e o ~ mstates that the condition for the
transmission of maximum power to the load (optimum load matching), is that
the load impedance must be the complex conjugate of the source impedance,
,4

i.e., Z = 2,

1.

.

In Pig. 1.28, the equivalent circuit of an electronic amplifier is shown.
Calculate its output voltage.

Fig. 1.28:

I

2.

Using superposition theorem, determine the current in the given network shown

3.

Solve the network shown in Pig. 1.30 for the branch current using Norton's
theorem.

Fig 1.30:

4.

A length of a uniform wire of resistance 10 ohm is bent into a circle and two
points at a quarter of the circumference apart are connected with battery of
internal resistance 1 ohm and emf 3 volt. Find the current in the different parts
of the circuit.

1.13 SOLUTIONS AND ANSWERS -

1.

Writing KCL at node 1.

-

Solving this gives V 1.
2.

For determining the current i t due to the current source, we replace voltage
source by a short circuit. The corresponding circuit is shown in Fig. 1.31(a)
and the current il is given by

For determining h e current i2 due, b voltage source, the current source is
replac& by open circuit. The corresponding circuit is shown in Fig. 1.31Ib)
and the current i2 is given by

Applying Superposition theorem, we get

2s2

2s2
-.
i

.
0

Voltage sourcc
shorl drcuilctl
'I

+

~ ~ ~source
e n t
O F n circuiled

2v
7
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3.

Let us first consider the response due to the voltage source when the current
source is rendered inoperative by open-circuiting it. The resulting circuit is
shown in Fig. 1.32(a). ll~ccurrent I,, due to the voltage source, is

I

For determining the response only due to the current source, we replace the
voltage source by a short-circuit. The corresponding circuit is shown in
Fig.1.32@) and the current in AB is

D
(9)

("1

Fib 1.32: Clrcuit after making (a) mrrent mum lnopernlive (b) voltape r w r c e Inoperative.
,r

l

Mow applying superposition principle, we have
ImIv+Ii=8A
/
4.

( W e urge you to verify the result by the Nodal analysis).
The branch curreat I, Zl and l2 are :

For the verification of reciprocity theorem, we replace the original source by a
short-circuit and introduce an equivalent source in the branch containing the
4 ohm resistor. The resulting circuit is shown in Pig. 1.33. The total current,
drawn from the battery, is

1

'

Now all the current will pass through the short-circuit, i.e.

and
I, =I2-OA.

As I ' = I= 5 A, the reciprocity theorem is verified. Also, the changes, in
currents in the 5- and 2-ohm resistors, are from 4A and 10A, respectively to
zero amp (each).
5.

We solve the problem by using Norton's theorem. The resistor hbis assumed
to be the load and we determine the Norton's equivalent of the remaining
circuit.

The current Ie is obtained by fiiding the current in the short-circuit placed
between points n and b. herf fork, from Fig. 1.34(a) we have

Fig. 1.341 Resulllng Clrcults at various steps in the analyeis of SAQ 5.

We next calculate the resis~nnce

across the terminals a-b, after making the
voltage sources inbperative by repiacing them with short-circuits. The resulting
circuits shown inFig. 1.34(b). NO;, we have

Re -- R ab =- 15lo= 3.33 O h
/

I

The Norton's equivalent network, along with the load, is shown in Pig. 1.34(c).

!

The currrent in the branch a-b is given by

I

(i)

When

hb=1 ohm.

'

Crlcult Analysis
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(3) whin %b

-

5o h .

Answer of TQs
1.

In this problem, We are required to calculate the voltage at the output of the
amplifier. As a first step, we replace the voltage source Ep and the series
resistor rp by an equivalent current generator, shown In Fig. 1.35. The current
of the equivalent source is

As the three resistances are in parallel aftcr the source trasformntion. The
equivalent resistance b given by

On substihlting the values and simplification, we' get

The output voltage is
x 31.2~
ld

V, = 0.6 x

I

\

2.

Superposition theorem for three emf are as follow :

(c)

(b)

Ng,1361(a) first emf, (b)

eeeond emf, (c) Thlrd eml.

r

%

the resistance between the point A and B is given as

--!-,L+j=l=2.33
RAB 1 1

3

,

a.

.

i!

,
RAB= 0.42Q.C;r

The eqdvalent resistance across 10V battery in Fig. 1.36(a) is given as

Cricult hnalysls

I

using ohm's law, we can calculate current

The voltage drop across AB is
VAB= 111RABa 7.00 x 0.429 = 3 V

The branch currents in Fig. 1.36(a) are

1~
I

Similarly we can calculate the branch Current in Fig. 1.36(b). The branch
current in Pig. 1.36(b) are
Ijl' = 6 A
1

~

=~14

1

A

I,'' = 6 A

4" - 2

A

and the branch current in Fig. 1.36(c) can be calculated in similar way, which
will be as follows:
I,'" = 12 A
I2ll1= 12 A
I,"' = 30 A
&"I==
6A

Prom the above equation, we' get
I[ n I I ' - I 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 ' 1 ' 7 - 612=
- -l1A
Iz

- 12) + .I2" + IZ0'= - 3 + 14 - 12

-1 A

1 3 = - 1 3 1 - 1 3 1 1 + 1 3 1 1 1- =6 -+33 0 - 2 1 A
I4 = 14' + I4I1+
3.

Ip

I + 2 + 6 =9 A

The Norton's equivalent is given by Fig. 1.37

-

I 7.5 + 10

-

17.5 A

I

I

The voltage drop from C

to A

Is 30

- 17.5

-

12.5 V. Then

Network Analysls and Dedcea

and the voltage drop from C

4.

to

B is 40 - 17.5 is 22.5 V. Then I3 is given by

See fig. 1.38 total resistance of the wire ABC
Resistance of the portion AB, rl - 1 O X q

-

=

10 ohm

2.5 and resistance of the portion

JqS1,
3

rz=10X--7.5P
4

These two resistance rl and r2 are in parallel. Therefore their resultant resistance R
is given by

15 1 = -23- o h
RT=-+
8

8

- --

V 3x8 24*
Total current i * RT
23
2
3
I
Let thc currents in the portion AB and ACB be il and i2 respectively.
difference between A and B is VA - VB

But

potential

